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Abstract
Currently, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) do not contribute to the realization of origin and scale of combined
global terrestrial reference frame (TRF) solutions due to present system design limitations. The future Galileo-like medium
Earth orbit (MEO) constellation, called “Kepler”, proposed by the German Aerospace Center DLR, is characterized by a low
Earth orbit (LEO) segment and the innovative key features of optical inter-satellite links (ISL) delivering highly precise range
measurements and of optical frequency references enabling a perfect time synchronization within the complete constellation.
In this study, the potential improvements of the Kepler constellation on the TRF origin and scale are assessed by simulations.
The fully developed Kepler system allows significant improvements of the geocenter estimates (realized TRF origin in long-
term). In particular, we find improvements by factors of 43 for the Z and of 8 for the X and Y component w. r. t. a contemporary
MEO-only constellation. Furthermore, the Kepler constellation increases the reliability due to a complete de-correlation of
the geocenter coordinates and the orbit parameters related to the solar radiation pressure modeling (SRP). However, biases in
SRP modeling cause biased geocenter estimates and the ISL of Kepler can only partly compensate this effect. The realized
scale enabling all Kepler features improves by 34%w. r. t. MEO-only. The dependency of the estimated satellite antenna phase
center offsets (PCOs) upon the underlying TRF impedes a scale realization by GNSS. In order to realize the network scale
with 1mm accuracy, the PCOs have to be known within 2cm for theMEO and 4mm for the LEO satellites. Independently, the
scale can be realized by estimating the MEO PCOs and by simultaneously fixing the LEO PCOs. This requires very accurate
LEO PCOs; the simulations suggest them to be smaller than 1mm in order to keep scale changes below 1mm.
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1 Introduction

Origin and scale together with orientation are the datum
defining parameters of global terrestrial reference systems
(TRS). The origin is defined in the long-term mean center
of mass for the whole Earth’s system (solid Earth and fluid
envelope). The SI (Système International d’unités) meter is
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the unit of length and the scale is consistent with the Geo-
centric Coordinate Time (TCG). The orientation coincides
with the orientation defined by the Bureau International de
l’Heure (BIH) at the reference epoch 1984.0 (IERS Conven-
tions 2010, Petit and Luzum 2010). The realization of the
TRS is the terrestrial reference frame (TRF), for which the
datum has to be properly realized by the space geodetic tech-
niques.

Global TRFs are usually determined by a combination of
four space geodetic techniques: Doppler Orbitography and
Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS), Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Satellite Laser Rang-
ing (SLR), and Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI).
Since each technique has particular strengths andweaknesses
resulting in a different sensitivity and suitability for the TRF-
defining parameters (Sillard and Boucher 2001), only two
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techniques contribute currently to the datum realization, that
are SLR and VLBI.

The origin of the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF) is realized by SLR alone and the scale by
SLR and VLBI. The unambiguous direct SLR measure-
ments have a high sensitivity to the geocenter which is
in long-term the realized origin of the ITRF. Furthermore,
the non-gravitational forces have much less impact on the
SLR satellites with their cannonball shape than on GNSS
satellites, e.g., Meindl et al. (2013). However, it should be
mentioned that special attention has to be given to range
biases, satellite center-of-mass errors and signature effects
affecting the SLR measurements as well as to the rather
inhomogeneous global station distribution. In addition to the
unique strength of VLBI to determine all Earth orientation
parameters, the scale can be considered as unambiguous. The
celestial reference frame of VLBI provides a stable space
segment consisting of only two angles (right ascension and
declination of extra-galactic radio sources) with no distance
measurements to the space targets or between them. It is
therefore independent of the gravitational parameter GM
(G—gravitational constant, M—mass of the Earth), which
has direct impact on the scale of any satellite technique.
In recent ITRF solutions, including the latest ITRF2014
(Altamimi et al. 2016), GNSS and DORIS do not contribute
to the realization of the origin and the scale. Nevertheless,
DORIS and especially GNSS are essential for the densifica-
tion of the global networks and for the combination of all
four techniques.

The absolutely essential requirements of 1mm accuracy
and 1mm/decade long-term stability specified by the Global
Geodetic Observing System (GGOS, Gross et al. 2009) are
not fulfilled yet. The current estimated origin accuracy of
ITRF2014 is 3mm w. r. t. ITRF2008 (Altamimi et al. 2011)
and the scale shows a discrepancy between SLR and VLBI
of 1.37ppb (∼9mm on the Earth’s surface) (Altamimi et al.
2016). In view of the next realization, the planned ITRF2020,
there have been continuous and promising efforts to reduce
the scale discrepancy between SLR and VLBI, due to, e.g.,
refined range bias handling in the SLR estimation process
(Appleby et al. 2016; Luceri et al. 2019) and the modeling of
the gravitational deformation of the VLBI telescopes (Sarti
et al. 2011; Nothnagel et al. 2019).

Nevertheless, it would be desirable to have another inde-
pendent technique besides SLR and VLBI for comparison
and validation of TRFs. GNSS is indeed a good choice
due to its excellent global station network and many satel-
lites providing a large number of continuous observations.
GNSS is, like SLR, a dynamic technique since the satel-
lites orbit around the center of mass of the Earth’s system
enabling direct access to the geocenter. The information
inherent in the observations, e.g., their sensitivity to geo-
center motion, should be fully exploited and redundant

information, potentially leading to over-constrained solu-
tions should be avoided, in order to get a proper minimum
constraint network solution (Sillard and Boucher 2001; Kot-
sakis 2012; Glaser et al. 2015). However, there are some
limitations currently preventing GNSS from contributing to
the origin and scale realization of global combined TRFs.

Concerning the geocenter estimation by GNSS, Männel
and Rothacher (2017) summarized five major limitations:
the higher orbital height compared to, e.g., LAGEOS (SLR),
the estimation of epoch-wise clock offsets, the existence
of carrier-phase ambiguities, the estimation of tropospheric
zenith delays and the uncertainties in the solar radiation pres-
sure modeling.

Previous studies have shown that GNSS is able under cer-
tain conditions to realize origin and scale of a TRF, especially
in long-term (Heflin et al. 2002; Rülke et al. 2008; Dach et al.
2014; Glaser et al. 2015). The sensitivity of GPS/GNSS to
the geocenter estimation can be improved by the inclusion
of LEO (low Earth orbit) satellites as demonstrated by, e.g.,
König et al. (2005) using CHAMP, GRACE and SAC-C,
Haines et al. (2015) using GRACE and TOPEX/Poseidon,
Kuang et al. (2015) simulating different LEO orbital con-
figurations, Männel and Rothacher (2017) combining four
LEO satellites (GRACE-A, GRACE-B, OSTM/Jason-2 and
GOCE), Kuang et al. (2019) using in addition the accelerom-
eter data of GRACE and Couhert et al. (2020) using Jason-2.
The common estimation of station and satellite clock offsets
for every epoch and tropospheric parameters is according to
Rebischung et al. (2014) a major limitation, and a GNSS
without the need to estimate clock offsets would most proba-
bly facilitate an accurate geocenter estimation. Furthermore,
the estimated GNSS geocenter coordinates show artifacts on
the harmonics of the draconitic year (e.g., Ray et al. 2008) due
to remaining systematics in themodeledGNSSorbits (Rebis-
chung et al. 2016), especially in the solar radiation pressure
modeling (Meindl et al. 2013, 2015; Rodriguez-Solano et al.
2014; Glaser et al. 2015). A possible contribution of DORIS
to the TRF origin was investigated by, e.g., Couhert et al.
(2018).

Concerning the scale, GPS/GNSS does not contribute to
the ITRF scale since present satellite antenna phase center
offsets (PCOs) were derivedwith a fixed ITRF and are, there-
fore, intrinsically dependent on the SLR and VLBI scale
(Schmid et al. 2007). Previous studies, e.g., Zhu et al. (2003)
and Cardellach et al. (2007), provided a relation to express
the dependency of the scale and the PCO of the GPS satel-
lites. Moreover, it is possible to realize an independent scale
by estimating antenna pattern of the GNSS satellites, for
instance by transferring this information via LEO satellites
such as GRACE and TOPEX/Poseidon (Haines et al. 2015;
Männel 2016) or via calibrated antenna pattern for Galileo
from the GSA (European GNSSAgency) (Rebischung 2019;
Villiger et al. 2020). The realization of the network scale by
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Fig. 1 The future GNSS constellation “Kepler” proposed by the Ger-
man Aerospace Center (DLR) consisting of 24 medium Earth orbit
(MEO) satellites and 6 low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites. The two key
technologies are two-way optical inter-satellites links and optical fre-
quency references

GNSS is currently under investigation within the reprocess-
ing effort of the International GNSS Service (IGS, Johnston
et al. 2017) (Antenna Working Group) as contribution to the
ITRF2020. It yet has to be decided howGNSSwill contribute
to the scale realization of ITRF2020.

In this study, the potential of a future GNSS constellation
on the origin and scale of global TRFs is investigated by sim-
ulations. Simulation studies are the only possibility to assess
the impact of future developments of the GNSS technique
on the TRF. The future constellation called “Kepler”1 (Gün-
ther 2018) is introduced in Sect. 2.1 and the simulation setup
including the different scenarios in Sect. 2.2. In Sect. 3.1
the improvements in origin, in Sect. 3.2 the improvements
in scale, and in Sect. 3.3 in other parameters such as Earth
rotation parameters are discussed by the future Kepler con-
stellation w. r. t. contemporary GNSS, e.g., Galileo.

2 Method

2.1 Future GNSS constellation“Kepler”

The future GNSS constellation Kepler is characterized by
the innovative features of two-way optical inter-satellite links
(ISL) and optical frequency references. This effort is related
to the Helmholtz funded project called ADVANTAGE2

(AdvancedTechnologies forNavigation andGeodesy,Giorgi
et al. 2019b) which is a joint effort of the German Aerospace
Center DLR and the German Research Center for Geo-
sciences GFZ. The overall project goal is to establish an
architecture for a future space infrastructure for navigation
and geodesy.

1 http://www.kepler.global
2 http://hgf-advantage.de

The Kepler constellation consists of 24 medium Earth
orbit (MEO, semi-major axis: 29600km) satellites in three
orbital planes (inclination of 56◦), similar to Galileo in its
final operational capability, and six LEO satellites (semi-
major axis: 7600km) in two perpendicular near-polar planes
(inclination of 89.7◦). A sketch of the constellation is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The MEO satellites transmit legacy L-band
signals.

The two-way optical ISL enable very precise and unam-
biguous inter-satellite range measurements for time syn-
chronization within the complete constellation and support
precise orbit determination. Optical frequency references
are cavity-stabilized lasers, which are already used on the
GRACE-FO (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
Follow-On)mission (Thompson et al. 2011; Dahl et al. 2017;
Abich et al. 2019), and ultra-stable optical clocks carried
on the LEO satellites. The frequency references are used to
generate a very stable composite system time common for all
satellites. The offset between the system time and the ground
time scale (e.g., UTC)will be known or can be estimatedwith
very high precision. It enables a significant reduction or even
an entire elimination (fixing to known values) of the satellite
clock parameters in the estimation process.

The ISL connect all MEO satellites in one orbital plane
and theLEOand theMEOsatellites in different orbital planes
according to an ISL scheduler. The ISL scheduler is based on
different constraints defined byDLR. For further information
about theKepler constellation the interested reader is referred
to Giorgi et al. (2019a, b).

2.2 Simulations

Simulations were performed by utilizing the software EPOS-
OC (Zhu et al. 2004) which was extended to facilitate the
simulation and processing of the ISL for complex satellite
constellations such asKepler. The simulated observations are
based on white noise different for the various observation
types. The standard deviations of the white noise process
(normally distributed random uncertainties with zero mean),
see Table 1, used in the simulations are based on typical post
fit RMS values from processing of real ground and LEO data.
The phase measurements on the LEO satellites are usually
more accurate than on the ground. White noise is usually
deployed in such kind of simulations and the level of white
noise in GNSS simulations is similar to, e.g., Dach et al.
(2015) with 500mm for code and 2mm in phase and Kuang
et al. (2015) with 500mm for code and 65mm for phase.

The precise orbit determination was performed for 1-day
arcs. All the MEO and LEO satellite orbits were processed
in a common adjustment applying the dynamic approach.
In the simulations the code and phase hardware delays are
assumed to be known (calibrated). 124 globally distributed
ground stations constitute the network. The analysis period
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Table 1 Standard deviation of white noise of simulated observations

Code 50cm (MEO-stations, MEO-LEO)

Phase 5mm (MEO-stations)

3mm (MEO-LEO)

30s spacing

Inter-satellite ranges 1mm

5s spacing

Table 2 Simulation scenarios based on an extension of the constellation
starting from MEO-only (Galileo-like) to a full Kepler constellation
employing LEO satellites, inter-satellite links (ISL) and fixed (known)
clocks (initial setup)

1. MEO-only (Galileo)

2. MEOs+ISLMEO

3. MEOs+LEOs

4. MEOs+LEOs+ISLMEO

5. MEOs+LEOs+ISLMEO +ISLLEO

6. MEOs+LEOs+ISLMEO +ISLLEO +CLKfix (Kepler)

covers 10 days. This is sufficiently long in order to generate
a reliable TRF (station positions only), but short enough to
keep processing times at an acceptable level. The focus of
this study is to investigate the impact of various simulation
scenarios on different parameters. In order to get conclusions
about the time variations, we will extend in further studies
our simulation time span to at least three years to reliably
estimate station velocities.

In the recovery step, the simulated observationswere eval-
uated in a precise orbit and parameter estimation process
with EPOS-OC. Based on that, daily normal equation sys-
tems (NEQs) were setup for six simulation scenarios as given
in Table 2. The simulation scenarios were defined to assess
the individual contribution of the ISL, the LEO satellites,
and the known (fixed) clocks on the TRF origin and scale.
Starting from the MEO-only constellation, which is like the
Galileo constellation, theMEOISLare added, then theLEOs,
then the ISL between the MEOs and the LEOs, and finally
the satellite clocks are fixed to simulate the effect of known
clocks with an accuracy better than the carrier phase noise,
and do not have to be estimated. The last scenario features
the full Kepler constellation. It should be mentioned that the
fixing of satellite clocks facilitates an initial assessment of
the complete features of the Kepler constellation.

Prior to the combination of the daily NEQs, parameters
such as orbital elements, tropospheric parameters, clocks and
ambiguities (float solution) were pre-eliminated. The ambi-
guities of all theMEO and LEO satellites were solved as float
solutions. The effect of fixed ambiguities was not analyzed
within this study. For instance, Brockmann (1997) found an
improvement by a factor of 3 in the Z component of the

Table 3 Simulated ECOM parameters based on real GPS data analysis

Parameter Mean Standard deviation σ

D0 −1.0e−07 1.3e−10

Y0 1.0e−11 5.3e−11

B0 −3.0e−09 1.7e−09

DC 8.0e−10 7.5e−10

YC −2.0e−09 3.6e−10

BC −2.0e−09 5.5e−10

DS 5.0e−10 3.1e−10

YS −2.0e−10 2.9e−10

BS 5.0e−10 3.1e−10

Mean values and their standard deviations σ in m/s2 over 14 days (April
30–May 13, 2017) for satellite PRN03

geocenter in case of an ambiguity-fixed w.r.t. an ambiguity-
float solution. The daily NEQs were stacked, and finally
station positions, geocenter coordinates and Earth rotation
parameters (ERPs) were estimated. No-net rotation and no-
net translation conditions were imposed to 39 datum stations
following the simulation approach by Glaser et al. (2019).
The scale was assessed by Helmert transformations w. r. t.
the true simulated values.

Since uncertainties in the solar radiation pressure (SRP)
modeling impede an accurate origin realization by MEO-
only GNSS (Meindl et al. 2013; Arnold et al. 2015), we
investigated the impact of mismodeling of SRP. The empiri-
cal CODE (Center for Orbit Determination in Europe) orbit
model (ECOM) consisting of nine parameters was used,
Beutler et al. (1994) and Springer et al. (1999):

D(u) = D0 + DC · cos (u) + DS · sin (u)

Y (u) = Y0 + YC · cos (u) + YS · sin (u)

B(u) = B0 + BC · cos (u) + BS · sin (u) (1)

in a Sun-fixed system with D in the direction towards the
Sun, Y perpendicular to this direction along the solar panels,
and B completes the right-handed system and with the con-
stant biases D0,Y0, B0, the harmonics D[C,S],Y[C,S], B[C,S],
and the argument of latitude u of the satellites. The five
parameter ECOM, where D0,Y0, B0, BC , BS are estimated,
is commonly used. In the simulations, all ECOM parameters
are based on values derived from a real GPS data analysis
over 14 days (April 30–May 13, 2017) of one GPS satellite
(PRN03) provided by the IGS, see Table 3. In the recovery,
the nine ECOM parameters were either fixed to true simu-
lated values (perfect SRPmodeling) or fixed to values biased
by 1σ for all the satellites (SRP mismodeling).

It should bementioned, that the nine parameter ECOMhas
been further developed. For instance, Arnold et al. (2015)
showed that the new extended ECOM (“ECOM2”) results
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in more reliable geocenter estimates in Z direction. It is
expected to use analytical models such as box-wing mod-
els for the Kepler constellation, as already done for the
Galileo satellites. Rodriguez-Solano et al. (2014) showed
that draconitic errors can significantly be reduced in the esti-
mated parameters such as geocenter coordinates by using an
adjustable box-wing model. As shown by, e.g., Bury et al.
(2019), so-called hybrid models, where a priori box-wing
models are introduced and three constant biases only are
estimated, result in smaller formal errors of the geocenter
Z component and stabilize the solution. In our simula-
tions, the setup with ECOM is sufficient for the purpose
of assessing the impact of biased SRP ECOM parameters
on the geocenter estimates. The simulated ECOM values
were fixed in the recovery, whereby the five ECOM param-
eters D0,Y0, B0, BC , BS of the “reduced ECOM” (Springer
et al. 1999) were biased by 1σ (see Table 3). The stan-
dard deviations, presented in Table 3, represent the scatter
of the estimated values over the 14 days time period and are
assumed to be realistic for this snapshot. The assumption of
estimating ECOM5 parameters, instead of the full ECOM9,
seems justified since it will be not necessary to estimate the
full set of empirical orbit parameters if box-wing models are
available. Currently in orbit modeling it is preferred to use
physical instead of empirical orbit models as far as it is possi-
ble. Themetadata have been released forGalileowith surface
properties allowing for the generation of satellite models,
such as the box-wing model.

The SRP modeling of the LEO satellites was based on
cannonball models and assumed to be perfect in this study.
Other main orbit perturbations within the LEO orbit determi-
nation such as atmospheric drag, albedo, and time-variable
gravity field were modeled and recovered in the same way;
therefore no mismodeling was simulated. More information
about the orbit determination and different LEO modeling
errors of the Kepler constellation can be found in Michalak
et al. (2020).

3 Results

3.1 Origin

The estimated geocenter coordinates were first evaluated by
their standard deviations (i.e., formal errors) over the entire
simulation period for the six different simulation scenarios
(Table 2) in case of perfect models (no SRP mismodeling).
As shown in Fig. 2, the extension of the constellation sig-
nificantly improves the precision of the estimated geocenter
coordinates, especially in Z direction. Due to the addition of
the ISL between the MEO satellites within one orbital plane
the precision improves by a factor of 13 in Z and 2.5 in X
and Y w. r. t. the MEO-only case. This improvement is more
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Fig. 2 Standard deviations of estimated geocenter coordinates (GCC)
in X ,Y , Z direction in case of different simulation scenarios, see Table 2

than the expected improvement due to the larger number of
observations, see Table 5 column “exp.”. The addition of
just the LEO satellites to theMEO constellation significantly
improves the geocenter estimation fromGNSS as well which
is in concert with previous studies, e.g., Haines et al. (2015);
Kuang et al. (2015); Männel and Rothacher (2017). We find
very similar improvements as in theMEO-MEO ISL scenario
by a factor of 2.5 in X and Y and even by 14 in Z for the
MEO plus LEO constellation w. r. t. MEO-only. The orbital
and observation geometry is improved by LEO satellites with
higher inclinations, resulting in significant improvements in
the formal errors of the Z component of the geocenter as
already demonstrated by Kuang et al. (2015, Fig. 8). The six
LEO satellites of the Kepler system are in two perpendicu-
lar planes with an inclination of 89.9◦, which improves the
sensitivity of Z in the geocenter, in addition to the 24 MEO
satellites with an inclination of 56◦ (Galileo-like). Finally,
the full Kepler constellation with all ISL (between MEO as
well as MEO and LEO satellites) and perfectly synchronized
clocks shows improvements in the geocenter estimates by a
factor of 43 in Z and by 8 for X and Y w. r. t. the MEO-only
constellation.

A correlation analysis between the estimated geocenter
coordinates in X ,Y , Z direction and the nine ECOM param-
eters was performed, the correlations for all six scenarios are
presented in Fig. 3. The geocenter shows large correlations
with the SRP parameters in the usual GNSS constellation,
the MEO-only case. The largest correlation can be found
between the Z coordinate of the geocenter and the constant
bias D0 in the direction towards the Sun of the SRP model,
which is in accordance with Meindl et al. (2013). Based on
consideration on orbital perturbations they identify themajor
limitation in the estimability of the geocenter by GNSS in the
high correlation between the D0 parameter and geocenter in
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Z direction. In our simulations, the scenario with the ISL
between the MEO satellites already reduces the correlation
between the geocenter estimates and the ECOM parameters
significantly up to a complete de-correlation. Therefore, the
Kepler constellation will allow a complete de-correlation of
the SRP and the geocenter parameters resulting in a more
reliable estimation of the origin of the reference frame.

The systematic effect of biased SRP parameters on the
geocenter coordinates was assessed and the resulting geo-
center coordinates are illustrated in Fig. 4. All the simulated
ECOM values were fixed in the recovery, whereby the
five ECOM parameters D0,Y0, B0, BC , BS of the “reduced
ECOM” (Springer et al. 1999) were biased by 1σ (see
Table 3). The biased ECOM5 model by 1σ results in biased
geocenter coordinates of up to−8.1mm in Z direction in the
MEOs+ISLMEO scenario. The biased geocenter coordinates
presented here are only caused by an offset introduced in
the SRP modeling and not by the insensitivity of the GNSS
technique to the origin. The biased ECOMcan be partly com-
pensated by the addition of the LEO satellites with perfectly
simulated SRP modeling. The full Kepler constellation still
shows biased geocenter coordinates of about 3mm in X and
5mm in Z direction. It seems that in this case the ISL do not
improve the estimated geocenter coordinates. The very pre-
cise ISL observations stabilize the orbit by partly suppressing
the other observations, also in the case of biased orbits. High-
est priority should be always to improve the orbit modeling,
and then the Kepler features such as the ISL result in an
improved parameter estimation like the geocenter. It should
be noted that the values of ECOM used in the simulations are
average values over 14 days of real observations. They rep-
resent a certain state and are assumed to be time-invariant in
this short period of time investigated in this study. In reality
the ECOMparameters are time dependent since the elevation

of the Sun changesw. r. t. the orbital plane in the quasi-inertial
frame. With the SRP mismodeling of the MEO satellites of a
certain state in our simulations (snapshot) it can be seen that
the perfect LEO orbits can partly absorb the SRP bias of the
MEO satellites but the ISL cannot. It can be expected that a
longer time span, e.g., of at least one year, will not change
the conclusions presented in this study.

3.2 Scale

The quality of the scale realization of the Kepler constella-
tion was assessed by the so-called “reference system effect”
described in Sillard and Boucher (2001). They define three
factors of the quality of the frame realization: the observation
technique, the tracking network, and the analysis process.
The last two factorswere constant in our simulations, only the
technique setup changed within the six simulation scenarios.
All improvements in the scale can be, therefore, attributed
to the amendments of the Kepler system w. r. t. the standard
GNSS constellation. The resulting standard deviations of the
realized scale in case of the different scenarios with perfect
models are presented in Fig. 5 and the respective improve-
ments w. r. t. the MEO-only constellation in Table 4. Here, in
all scenarios the PCOs were fixed to their true values, no bias
was introduced (perfectmodeling). By extending the constel-
lation, we find an improvement in the standard deviations of
the realized scale. The fully-developed Kepler constellation
shows the largest improvement by 34%. The Kepler constel-
lation with the LEO satellites, the ISL between the MEO
and LEO satellites and the perfect time synchronization is
the most beneficial for the network scale realization. The
scenarios with the ISL between the MEO satellites already
show an improvement of 19%.
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Fig. 4 Estimated geocenter
coordinates in X , Y , Z over
10 days in case of biased solar
radiation pressure modeling
(ECOM5 parameters are biased
by 1σ for all satellites) and
different simulation scenarios
(Table 2). Mean values and
standard deviations in brackets
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Fig. 5 Standard deviations of realized scale in case of different scenar-
ios, see Table 2

Table 4 Improvement of realized scale w. r. t. MEO-only for different
simulation scenarios (Table 2)

MEO-only

+ ISLMEO −19%

+LEO −23%

+LEO+ISLMEO −26%

+LEO+ISLMEO +ISLLEO −28%

+LEO+ISLMEO +ISLLEO +CLKfix −34%

The impact of biased satellite PCOson the scalewas evalu-
ated assuming initially perfectly calibrated ground antennas.
Since the scale of the implied frame is sensitive to the Z direc-
tion of the satellite PCOs (hereinafter z-PCO), we focus on
that particular component. The bias was introduced in the
adjustment in addition to the a priori PCOs used in the simu-
lations. First, a bias of 2cm in the z-PCO of all the MEO
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Fig. 6 Network scale change [mm] on the Earth’s surface for different
simulation scenarios (Table 2) and z-PCO bias of 2cm for all MEO
satellites

satellites was introduced and all PCOs (MEO and LEO)
were fixed, that means, satellite PCOs were not estimated
as unknown parameters. The resulting network scale change
on the Earth’s surface in case of the six simulation scenar-
ios is depicted in Fig. 6. In the MEO-only scenario a scale
change of about 0.9mm (0.14ppb) was found, which is in
accordance with the relation provided by Zhu et al. (2003)
(scale change [ppb] = 7.8 · Δz-PCO[m]). Amongst the sim-
ulation scenarios, the smallest scale difference was found for
the MEO+LEO solution. The addition of the LEO satellites
improves the overall orbital geometry of the constellation and
seems to stabilize the solution. The MEO-only case shows
the largest scale change due to the biased PCO. Compared
to the MEO+LEO scenario, the solutions with the very pre-
cise ISL show a larger scale change due to biased PCO. The
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Fig. 7 Network scale change [mm] on the Earth’s surface for different
simulation scenarios (Table 2) and z-PCO bias of 1cm for all LEO
satellites

ISL connect the MEO satellites within one orbital plane and
the MEO and LEO satellites of different planes. The ground
network, which is needed to derive the network scale, is con-
nected only via GNSS which refers directly to the z-PCO.
In the MEO+LEO case the LEO orbit seems to absorb most
of the MEO z-PCO bias. However, in case of the ISL more
of the PCO bias propagates to the scale. The very precise
ISL measurements create a stiff constellation by fixing the
distance between MEO and LEO satellites and the biases get
less absorbed by the orbital parameters.

In a next setup, a smaller bias of 1cm in the z-PCOs of the
LEO satellites was introduced and all PCOs were fixed. The
z-PCOs of the MEO constellation were introduced without
any bias in this case. The LEO z-PCO bias of 1cm is pre-
sented in view of a final network scale change of less than
1mm towards the GGOS goals. The resulting network scale
change is presented in Fig. 7. TheMEO+LEO solutionwith-
out the Kepler ISL shows the largest scale change of 2.3mm.
The network scale is more sensitive to the quality of the LEO
PCOs compared to the quality of the MEO PCOs due to the
lower LEO orbits. Comparing with the other scenarios with
the ISL, the scale changes get significantly reduced below
0.1mm for the full Kepler constellation.

FocusingonMEO+LEOconstellations,which are already
in orbit unlike the proposed Kepler constellation, one can
ask how accurately do the LEO PCOs need to be known
for a change in the network scale below 1mm in view of
GGOS? To answer this question, we introduced different
biases in the LEO z-PCOs and fixed all PCOs (no estima-
tion of PCOs). The resulting scale changes in case of the
MEO+LEO scenario and the different LEO z-PCO biases
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Fig. 8 Network scale change [mm] on the Earth’s surface for
a MEO+LEO constellation in case of different LEO PCO bias
(−[10, 5, 4, 3, 1]mm). Requirement of 1mm by GGOS is marked in
red
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Fig. 9 Network scale change [mm] on the Earth’s surface for
a MEO+LEO constellation in case of different LEO PCO bias
(−[10, 5, 1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.5, 0]mm) and an estimation of MEO PCO.
Requirement of 1mm by GGOS is marked in red

of −[10, 5, 4, 3, 1]mm are depicted in Fig. 8. Therefore, to
achieve a network scale accurate to the 1-mm level, the LEO
Δz-PCOs need to be known with an uncertainty of 4mm or
better. Based on various solutions, we derived an approx-
imated relation (“rule of thumb”) for the MEO plus LEO
constellation: scale change [mm] = 0.22 ·Δz-PCO [mm],
similar to the one for the MEO-only constellation provided
by Zhu et al. (2003) and confirmed by our simulations.

In all results presented so far, the PCOwere not estimated.
Therefore, in principle, no independent network scale can be
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realized by GNSS due to the current intrinsic dependency
to the fixed ITRF scale based on VLBI and SLR. In order
to realize an independent network scale by GNSS, the MEO
satellite PCOs have to be freely estimated within the adjust-
ment together with station coordinates or to rely on their
calibration on ground before launch. The estimation can be
done, for instance in aMEOplus LEO constellation by fixing
the LEO satellite PCOs and transferring this information to
theMEO satellites. However, in this case the estimatedMEO
satellite PCOs and the consequent network scale completely
rely on the fixed LEO satellite PCOs. To assess the impact
of probable biases in the LEO satellite PCOs within an esti-
mation of MEO PCO and other parameters, small LEO PCO
biases of −[10, 5, 1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.5, 0]mm were introduced in
the MEO+LEO constellation and the resulting scale change
is shown in Fig. 9. It is important to note, that in this case,
the LEO Δz-PCO needs to be known with an accuracy of
0.7mm or better, in order to realize the network scale accu-
rate to 1mm. It is in agreement with an experiment with real
data, where Huang et al. (2020) found a 2.7cm shift in the
terrestrial scale after adding an artificial bias of+3cm on the
LEO PCO when processing GNSS observations tracked by
Swarm.

3.3 Other parameters

The precision of other estimated parameters such as sta-
tion positions and Earth rotation parameters are presented
in Table 5 for the sake of completeness. The station positions
improve by up to 8% on average for the full Kepler con-
stellation w. r. t. the MEO-only constellation. The relative
improvement in the formal errors of the different scenarios
w. r. t. MEO-only is very similar in all Cartesian and local
coordinate components. Therefore, only an average value of
the improvements is provided. That improvement is below
the expected (up to 13%) that stems from the additional obser-
vations (LEO satellites, ISL), see Table 5 column “exp.”. In
further studies the impact of the same number of observa-
tions and estimated parameters in every simulation scenario
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Fig. 10 Standard deviations of estimated Earth rotation parameters
xp, yp and UT1-UTC in case of different scenarios, see Table 2

can be investigated, e.g., by replacing one type of observation
by another and adapting the stochastic model accordingly.

The improvements in theERPgowell beyond the expected
improvements; 63% and 64% for x-pole and y-pole and 85%
for UT1-UTC for the full Kepler constellation w. r. t. the
MEO-only case. It should be mentioned that the ERP were
setup as continuous piece-wise linear parameters once per
day at midnight. UT1-UTC was estimated by GNSS due to
fixing of the first value of the satellite arc. Comparing the
different simulation scenarios, the largest leap in precision
for all ERP by a single Kepler feature can be attributed to
the addition of the ISL between the MEO satellites, see also
Fig. 10. In case of the determination of the ERP the very
precise ISL seem beneficial due to more stable orbits and a
more stiff constellation. It is an important result since GNSS
is the primary technique to determine polar motion.

The standard deviation s0 of the unit weight provides a
quality criteria of the adjustment. In case of all scenarios,
s0 is very similar and close to 1 (as introduced a priori)
demonstrating an equal quality of the solutions, even by
the extension of the constellation with new additional obser-

Table 5 Precision of estimated parameters: increase in [%] in standard deviations s of coordinates X (average over all stations) and of pole
coordinates (xp, yp) and UT1-UTC w. r. t. MEO-only

s̄X [mm] sxp [μas] syp [μas] sUT 1 [μs] exp. s0

MEO-only 0.23 9.16 9.30 3.07 – 0.946

+ ISLMEO −2% −49% −49% −72% −5% 0.951

+LEO −4% −38% −40% −58% −6% 0.925

+LEO+ISLMEO −5% −51% −52% −76% −10% 0.931

+LEO+ISLMEO +ISLLEO −6% −58% −59% −79% −12% 0.936

+LEO+ISLMEO +ISLLEO +CLKfix −8% −63% −64% −85% −13% 0.944

The standard deviations s0 of the unit weight and the expected change (exp.) due to the different degree of freedom of the solutions are also presented
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vations (optical ISL, LEO satellites). It ensures to directly
compare our six simulation scenarios from a statistical point
of view. In addition, s0 should get smaller in case of every
simulation scenario towards the full Kepler constellation due
to the larger degree of freedom (DOF= “number of observa-
tionminus number of unknowns”). TheMEO+LEOscenario
has the smallest s0 of all scenarios. However, the scenario
MEO+ISLMEO shows a larger s0 than the MEO-only case
indicating that the functional and stochastic model might not
yet be perfectly suited.

4 Summary and conclusions

Due to system-specific characteristics, e.g., the necessary
estimation of epoch-wise satellite clocks, and remaining
orbital model uncertainties, e.g., of the solar radiation pres-
sure, GNSS do currently not contribute to the origin and scale
realization of ITRF2014 but it might become possible in the
future.

A future GNSS constellation “Kepler” is proposed by the
German Aerospace Center DLR featuring in addition to a
Galileo-like MEO-only constellation, six LEO satellites in
two polar planes as well as precise optical ISL and optical
frequency references (Giorgi et al. 2019b). Since the accu-
racy requirements of GGOS on global TRFs have not been
achieved yet, it is worth investigating the impact of the pro-
posedKepler constellation on the origin and scale realization.
An ensemble of simulation scenarios with an extension of the
standard Galileo constellation by the innovative Kepler fea-
tures, LEO satellites in the constellation, precise ISLbetween
the satellites and perfectly known clocks, was set up to assess
the individual contribution of these system-specific charac-
teristics.

In case of the geocenter, all simulation scenarios employ-
ing the individual Kepler features result in improvements in
the estimated geocenter coordinates, especially in the Z com-
ponent of the geocenter, w. r. t. a MEO-only constellation.
It is of special importance since the Z direction is usually
considered to be the weakest geocenter component. Primar-
ily, the individual contribution of the ISL between the MEO
satellites and the addition of the LEO satellites succeed in
this improvement by factors of 13 and 14 in Z and 2.5 in
X and Y , respectively. The complete Kepler constellation
will clearly improve the precision of the estimated geocen-
ter by factors of 43 in Z and of 8 for X and Y w. r. t. a
Galileo-like MEO-only constellation. These improvements
go well beyond the expected improvement due to the larger
number of observations of the full Kepler constellation w.
r. t. MEO-only. Furthermore, the Kepler constellation facili-
tates a complete de-correlation of the geocenter coordinates
and the SRP model parameters improving the reliability of
the estimated geocenter. The individual contribution of the

ISL between the MEO satellites in addition to the MEO-
only constellation is already very promising for that. As
already shown by, e.g., Meindl et al. (2013), a MEO-only
constellation shows a high correlation between the geocenter
and the ECOM parameters of the SRP modeling. Therefore,
uncertainties in the SRP modeling lead to limitations in the
estimation of the geocenter by current GNSS. The impact
of SRP mismodeling was evaluated by introducing biases of
1σ to the reduced ECOM resulting in biased geocenter coor-
dinates of about 4mm in the MEO-only case and of up to
8.1mm in the scenario with the MEO plus the MEO ISL.
The Kepler features as well as the complete constellation
can only partly compensate for this mismodeling. Therefore,
special emphasis in the utilization of an innovative future
constellation like Kepler has to be placed upon the reduc-
tion of remaining uncertainties in the precise orbit modeling,
especially of the SRP.

The scale realization can be improved by the Kepler con-
stellation by up to 34% w. r. t. the state-of-the-art, that is
MEO-only, suggested by the standard deviations of the real-
ized scale employing the approach of Sillard and Boucher
(2001). The impact of probable uncertainties in the satellite
PCOs on the network scale was investigated by introducing
biased z-PCOs on the MEO and LEO satellites. We find that
the z-PCOs have to be better than 2cm in case of the MEO
and better than 4mm in case of the LEO satellites to realize
a network scale to be better than 1mm in view of GGOS.
In these solutions all satellite PCO were fixed to their a pri-
ori values which are intrinsically linked to the applied ITRF.
Therefore, such a network scale depends so far on the VLBI
and SLR scale. An independent scale realization by GNSS
is possible for instance in a MEO plus LEO constellation by
estimating the MEO z-PCOs and simultaneously fixing the
LEO PCOs, e.g., done by Haines et al. (2015) and Männel
(2016). For this purpose, the LEO z-PCOs need to be known
very precisely and our simulations suggest that they have to
be better than 1mm for a scale change below 1mm. It might
be a challenging task for pre-launch calibrations and requires
special emphasis when relying on the LEO z-PCO for the
scale realization by GNSS. Special attention should be also
given to the risk of multipath effects of the LEO antenna.

Additionally, significant improvements in the estimated
ERP (63% in xp, 64% in yp, 85% in UT1-UTC) were iden-
tified in case of the Kepler constellation in comparison to a
standard Galileo constellation.

In general, the unique features of the Kepler constellation
yield improvements in the estimated parameters, including
the geocenter coordinates, and the network scale. As shown
by the different simulation scenarios, the inclusion of the very
precise ISL between theMEO satellites constitutes an impor-
tant and valuable component of the Kepler constellation with
regard to the TRF determination. The inclusion of LEO satel-
lites for the TRF determination is already nowadays very
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beneficial, especially for the geocenter estimation due to the
better orbital coverage. For instance, the Sentinel-3A/B satel-
lites on two different orbital planes have similar inclinations
but a lower altitude compared toKepler. The Sentinel-3 satel-
lites could be also used for co-location in space since they
are equipped with SLR retroreflectors and GPS and DORIS
receivers. For example, Strugarek et al. (2019) suggest to
use SLR and GPS measurements to Sentinel-3A/3B for geo-
center estimation. As shown in this study, the ISL as the
innovative feature of Kepler between the MEOs, without
LEOs, already result in a significant improvement in the
geocenter estimation. Furthermore, the final Kepler constel-
lation is one united system andwill be processed accordingly
which is different to a MEO+LEO constellation such as
GNSS+GRACE.

The precise orbit determination of current and future
GNSS constellations has to be in any case continuously
improved by further reducing remaining systematics. Then,
the potential of the innovative features employed by the
Kepler constellation can be fully exploited.

Future studies comprise the refined satellite clock model-
ing towards most realistic simulations of the fully developed
Kepler constellation. Itmight be alsoworth to study the effect
of different satellite arc lengths within Kepler since, e.g.,
longer arcs can improve the solution of geocenter and ERP
(Lutz et al. 2016) and decrease the correlation of orbital and
tropospheric parameters with geocenter coordinates (Haines
et al. 2015). The other space geodetic techniques will also
be included to assess the benefit in multi-technique solu-
tions like the ITRF towards the completion of the demanding
GGOS requirements.
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